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Abstract 
We describe efficient methods to score structured 
hypotheses from threat detection technologies that fuse 
evidence from massive data streams to detect threat 
phenomena.  The strongly object-oriented threat case 
representation summarizes only key object attributes.  
Pairing of hypothesized and reference cases exploits a 
directed acyclic case type graph to minimize case 
comparisons.   
Because case pairing is expensive, we expediently avoid it 
where possible.  One global pairing operation suffices to 
develop:  
• Count-based metrics (precision, recall, F-value) that 

generalize the traditional versions to object-oriented 
versions that accommodate inexact matching over 
structured hypotheses with weighted attributes;  

• Area under the object-oriented precision-recall curve;  
• Cost-based metrics that address timely incremental 

evidence processing; 
• Statistical significance of computed scores. 
Many software parameters support customized 
experimentation. 

Introduction 

Our hypothesis scoring methods are implemented in a 
performance evaluation laboratory (PE Lab) for threat 
detection technologies that also includes a massively 
parameterized dataset generator to support systematic 
exploration of threat detection performance boundaries, as 
summarized by Schrag (2006).   
 The PE Lab is schematized in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: PE Lab schematic 

 In Figure 1, square-cornered boxes represent artifacts, 
round-cornered boxes represent processes, and arrows 

represent flow of artifacts.  The threat detection 
component—assumed to employ link discovery (LD) 
technology and referred to here as an LD component—is 
rendered 3-dimensionally to indicate its status outside of 
the PE Lab proper (as the technology under test).   
 Synthetic dataset generation creates evidence used to 
challenge LD and (synthetic) ground truth used in scoring 
LD’s hypotheses.  LD processes evidence to hypothesize 
threat phenomena.  Generation uses simulation driven by 
discrete, stochastic event patterns that also are provided to 
LD.  Hypothesis scoring compares technologies’ output 
hypotheses to ground truth.  We require LD to return 
hypothesis objects that are definite (incorporate neither 
logical nor probabilistic uncertainty) and that are structured 
according to a specification that summarizes key, relevant 
information (so that, e.g., not every subevent of a 
hypothesized threat event need be detailed or considered 
during scoring).  We generalize traditional information 
retrieval metrics (precision, recall, F-value, area under 
curve) to accommodate partial matching over structured 
hypotheses with weighted attributes.  

We have applied the overall PE lab approach including 
the present hypothesis scoring methods in two distinct 
domains (requiring only minor changes in the 
implementation): counter-terrorism threat detection over an 
abstract, artificial world; and computer network intrusion 
detection.  To illustrate scoring methods, we appeal to the 
counter-terrorism domain PE Lab that we have developed 
and used to evaluate LD technologies during a multi-year, 
multi-contractor Government research program.   

Counter-terrorism Threat Domain 

Figure 2 exhibits some real-world motivation behind the 
abstract, artificial world challenge problem domain we 
have developed.  On the left-hand side of Figure 2, 
“Farmer Fred” buys fertilizer and fuel oil and transports 
these via truck to his farm.  He applies the fertilizer using 
his tractor which (along with his truck) burns the fuel oil.  
(Fred is an honest, hard-working man.)  On the right-hand 
side, “Demolition Dan” acquires the same resources but 
mixes them into a slurry that he transports (via rental truck) 
to the basement of an office building.  (Dan is up to no 
good.) 

At 2006 AAAI Fall Symposium on Capturing and Using Patterns for Evidence 
Detection 
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Figure 2: Real-world motivation for challenge problem 

In the artificial world, capabilities (like farming and 
demolition) and resources (like fertilizer and fuel oil) are 
mapped to abstract elements that individuals can possess 
intrinsically or acquire.  Infrastructure elements (like office 
buildings) are mapped to “targets” that support both 
legitimate/productive and destructive modes of use or 
“exploitation.”  Non-threat and threat individuals (like Fred 
and Dan) each may belong to any of various groups whose 
members collaborate in sub-group teams towards different 
goals.  Exploitations play out the general scheme of Figure 
3. 
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Figure 3: Generic exploitation scheme 
The exploitation scheme on the left-hand side of Figure 

3 unfolds through several levels of task decomposition (as 
illustrated in Figure 4), bottoming out in transactions with 
record types as indicated on the right-hand side of Figure 
3.  Alternative methods to accomplish each subtask (at 
each level) may be selected differently depending on 
whether threat or non-threat teams are operating in threat 
or non-threat modes. 

The challenge to LD is to identify and report threat 
cases—top-level objects with attributes and values 
summarizing threat phenomena.  The case types include 
threat actors (groups, individuals, and their aliases) and 
(ideally, impending) threat events consummated by attacks.  
To perform this challenge, LD is given information about 

the underlying artificial world that is relatively complete 
and about events and actors that is only partial and may be 
corrupted. 
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Figure 4: Invocation relationships among event generation 

patterns 
Table 1 presents the types and attributes that are 

considered during scoring, per the artificial world’s 
representation.  Along with each attribute is specified its 
domain, scoring weight (reflecting the challenge problem 
developer’s intuition of an attribute’s importance), and 
reference attribute cardinality (either single or multiple).   

Scoring-
relevant 
type Scoring-relevant attribute Attribute domain W

ei
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h
t
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ar
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VulnerabilityExploitationCase
startingDate Date (integer) 1 1
endingDate Date (integer) 2 1
minAssetApplicationEndingDate Date (integer) 2 1
maxAssetApplicationEndingDate Date (integer) 2 1
performedBy ThreatGroup 3 1
directingAgent ThreatIndividualEC 2 1
deliberateActors ThreatIndividualEC 1 1+
targetInExploitation ExploitationTarget 5 1
modeInExploitation VulnerabilityMode 4 1

ThreatGroup
exploitsVulnerabilities VulnerabilityMode 1 1+
memberAgents ThreatIndividualEC 1 1+

ThreatIndividualEC
hasMember ThreatIndividual 1 1+

ThreatIndividual
ExploitationTarget
VulnerabilityMode

modeCapabilities Capability 1+
modeResourceTypes ResourceType 1+

Capability
ResourceType

Reference 
attribute 

 
Table 1: Scoring-relevant types and attributes 

The first four types in Table 1 are just the scored case 
types.  The remaining types are those that appear as scored 
attributes of cases or in turn as values of their attributes.   

For each type, each instance also has a unique identifier 
(UID) by which it may be referred to.  An object of class 
ThreatIndividualEC is used to represent an equivalence 
class (EC) of threat individual identities, supporting 
aliases.  In attribute values, we interpret any of an EC’s 
member UIDs as denoting the full EC. 
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Note that an instance of the exploit-target event 
generation pattern in Figure 4 is represented in Table 1 
only at the top level (the VulnerabilityExploitationCase 
threat event type).  To simplify scoring, we have 
engineered this object type to include relevant attributes 
that it might not explicitly have otherwise—e.g., 
minAssetApplicationEndingDate, determined by 
comparing occurrence dates of (lower-level) events 
associated with the apply-resource and apply-capability 
patterns. 

Note also that event objects have as attribute values 
objects of other types, some of which also are scored.  We 
rely on the fact that our counter-terrorism domain’s 
supercase type-to-subcase type graph (depicted in Figure 
5) is directed and acyclic, as we compute scores for leaf 
types first and work our way up to root types.  (In Figure 5, 
only the object types requiring case pairing are shown.) 

 

VulnerabilityExploitationCase

ThreatGroup
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VulnerabilityMode  
Figure 5: Counter-terrorism domain supercase type-to-

subcase type graph 

Hypothesis Scoring Methods 

Figure 6 depicts the generic scoring scheme. 
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Figure 6: Generic scoring scheme 

Reference cases are from ground truth, hypothesized 
cases from LD.  We first compute scores for count-based 
metrics (precision, recall, and F-value), then for cost-based 
metrics.  

Case objects have significant structure, and we want to 
credit LD when hypothesized cases approximately match 
reference cases.  Match quality is determined by case 
comparison.  Our dataset-level metrics associate each 
hypothesized case with no more than one reference case 

(and vice versa).  When a hypothesized case object’s 
existence has been inferred from lower-level evidence, we 
can decide which reference case to pair the hypothesized 
one with only by comparing the hypothesized with all 
relevant reference cases—on the basis of their attribute 
values.  We store comparison results for the candidate pairs 
in a matrix.  With inexact matching, it also can be 
ambiguous which of the one-to-one mappings admitted by 
the candidate pairs should be selected, so we use an 
algorithm that optimizes dataset-level scores.  Using scores 
for count-based metrics and specified per-case costs of 
false-positive (F+) and false-negative (F–) reporting, we 
additionally compute scores for cost-based metrics.   

 Case Comparison and Pairing 
Case comparison determines the quality of match 

between any two cases.  We characterize this quality by 
specializing the traditional precision and recall metrics 
(which presume exact matching between hypothesized and 
reference items) illustrated in Figure 7. 

R – H R ∩ H H – R 

Reference (Reference (R)   )   Hypothesized (Hypothesized (H))

R – H R ∩ H H – R R – H R ∩ H H – R 

Reference (Reference (R)   )   Hypothesized (Hypothesized (H))

Precision (P) =

Recall (R) =
R ∩ HR ∩ H| |R ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ H| |

R – H R ∩ HR ∩ H| |

∩

R – H R ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ H| |

∩

R ∩ HR ∩ H| |R ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ H| |

H – RR ∩ HR ∩ H| |

∩

H – RR ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ HR ∩ H| |

∩

 
Figure 7: Traditional precision and recall 

Traditionally, recall R is the number of valid hypotheses 
divided by the number of detection targets (the required 
number of valid hypotheses).  Precision P is the number of 
valid hypotheses divided by the number of all hypotheses.   

Because a single metric to summarize the values of 
recall and precision is frequently useful, traditionally an 
appeal is made to F-value = 2PR / (P + R)—the harmonic 
mean of precision and recall.  (When both precision and 
recall are zero, we define F-value as zero.) 
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Figure 8: The F-value surface 

As shown in Figure 8, F-value (also known as “F-score” 
or “F-measure”) has the same extremes as a simple average 
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of precision and recall but discounts differences between 
them more steeply (however not as steeply as min(P, R)).   

To accommodate inexact matching over structured case 
objects, we define object-oriented versions of precision, 
recall, and F-value, as illustrated in Figure 9.  (Our 
complete definitions—in the next section—address object 
attributes that may be weighted differently, so that 
attributes contribute to scores non-uniformly.) 

Reference caseReference case Hypothesized caseHypothesized case

P = 1 / 2 R = 1 / 3
F-value = 2 (1 / 3 * 1 / 2) = 2 / 6 = 2 / 5

1 / 3 + 1 / 2      5 / 6

AttributeAttribute

Group:         Group:         DanDan’’s devilss devils FredFred’’s friendss friends

Target:     Target:     Home officesHome offices

Mode:Mode: Truck bombTruck bomb missingmissing

 
Figure 9: Object-oriented count-based metrics 

Of the three attribute values in the reference case of 
Figure 9, the hypothesized case agrees only for the 
“Target” attribute, so the object-oriented recall score R  is 
1/3.  Of the two attributes included in the hypothesis, only 
one agrees with the reference, so the object-oriented 
precision score P  is 1/2.  The corresponding object-
oriented F-value (F-value) is 2/5, as shown.   

Case pairing determines which hypothesized cases to 
pair with which reference cases—since this may not be 
obvious, as illustrated in Figure 10.   

# 1 2 3
Group Dan’s devils Humbug Grousers
Target Home offices Town bridge Play stadium
Mode Truck bomb HazMat spill Bio aerosol

Group Fred’s friends Grousers Dan’s devils
Target Home offices Town bridge Home offices
Mode — Truck bomb Bio aerosol

# A B C

Reference 
attacks

Hypothesized 
attacks

 
Figure 10: Case pairing issue 

In Figure 10, we have three reference and three 
hypothesized attack cases. (Reference Case 1 and 
Hypothesized Case A correspond to the pairing of Figure 
9.)  Links appear in the bipartite graph between reference 
and hypothesized cases wherever these share one or more 
attributes.  Figure 11 illustrates how we perform one-to-
one case pairing using a matrix over all possible pairings.  
We forcibly pair any hypothesized and reference objects 
that have the same UID, and we omit them from such a 
case pairing matrix.  When the numbers of reference and 
hypothesized cases do not match, we (effectively) pad the 
matrix, as necessary to make it square, with null cases.  
Precision and recall with respect to null cases are defined 
as zero. 

# 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

A 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00

B 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

C 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.67 0.00 0.33 0.44 0.00 0.33H
yp

o
th

es
iz

ed

Reference Reference

Precision Recall F-value

Reference

≤ 1.00 ≤  0.80 ≤  0.60 ≤  0.40 ≤  0.20
 

Figure 11: Case pairing matrix and metrics 
In Figure 11, we compute per-pair object-oriented 

precision, recall, and F-value (as in Figure 9).  Then we use 
an optimization algorithm to select (red-circled) pairs 
leading to the greatest average object-oriented F-value.  
(So, we have computed a matching for Figure 10’s 
bipartite case graph including just the strictly vertical 
edges.)  We often have used greedy, heuristic search with a 
sparse matrix representation that can process thousands of 
structured hypothesized and reference cases in tens of 
minutes on conventional hardware.  We also have 
implemented an optimal assignment algorithm that can 
process hundreds of cases in minutes. 

To help illustrate how we develop dataset-level metrics, 
Figure 12 depicts a somewhat larger, notional case pairing 
matrix.  Again, it holds computed object-oriented F-values 
for candidate reference-vs.-hypothesized case pairings. 

 
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A 0.23 0.04 0.09 0.96 0.95 0.27 0.60 0.12 0.22 0.69

B 0.30 0.68 0.12 0.26 0.62 0.11 0.37 0.77 0.88 0.57

C 0.95 0.96 0.25 0.12 0.63 0.50 0.56 0.27 0.94 0.89

D 0.85 0.81 1.00 0.47 0.20 0.56 0.37 0.99 0.45 0.80

E 0.62 0.40 0.45 0.65 0.16 0.62 1.00 0.02 0.22 0.06

F 0.53 0.49 0.19 0.04 0.53 0.69 0.57 0.78 0.95 0.12

G 0.63 0.92 0.02 0.50 0.02 0.03 0.89 0.25 0.95 0.73

H 0.61 0.04 0.30 0.12 0.58 0.05 0.76 0.48 0.91 0.33

I 0.21 0.38 0.97 0.46 0.95 0.34 0.92 0.35 0.32 0.17

J 0.16 0.91 0.40 0.48 0.51 0.11 0.61 0.24 0.30 0.59

≤ 1.00 ≤  0.80 ≤  0.60 ≤  0.40 ≤  0.20
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Figure 12: Larger, notional case pairing matrix 

In Figure 12, we have again circled entries to optimize 
average F-value in a one-to-one pairing.  Generally, we 
admit entries to candidacy per a user-specified threshold 
reflective of hypothesis F-value deemed adequate for an 
analyst or other consumer.  The larger, red circles apply 
when all non-zero entries are candidates for pairing.  The 
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smaller, yellow circles apply when this threshold is set at 
0.75.  Notice that the pairings under the different 
thresholds are different—each case pairing process 
considers just the eligible entries.  Giving these pairs and 
object-oriented precision and recall scores, we compute 
dataset-level precision and recall.  Under zero 
thresholding, the dataset’s average object-oriented F-value 
is 0.834.  With zero thresholding, the traditional metrics 
aren’t particularly informative (always equal one), as all 
cases are paired. Under non-zero thresholding, we always 
apply traditional count-based metrics given these pairings, 
so the dataset-level precision, recall, and F-value under the 
0.75 threshold all equal 0.8.  (A potential expedient would 
be to develop different higher-thresholded scores from a 
single, zero- or otherwise-lower-thresholded case pairing 
by dropping any below-threshold pairs.) 

We also can specify additional necessary conditions 
(besides the threshold) for a candidate pair’s inclusion in 
the scoring matrix.  E.g., we require that hypothesized and 
reference threat event cases temporally overlap.   

When LD can rank its hypotheses with respect to 
estimated quality, this ranking supports developing a 
precision-recall curve and computing the area under the 
curve (AUC)—as illustrated in Figure 13.  Any 
consistently applied variant of precision and recall—e.g., 
using any consistent F-value threshold—suffices here. 
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Figure 13: Precision-recall curve and area 

Considering LD’s highest-ranked hypotheses first, at 
each successive point, we compute precision and recall 
(with respect to the full reference case set) over the partial 
hypothesis set including all the previous hypotheses plus 
LD’s next-ranked hypothesis.  Instead of performing full 
case pairing at each point, we expediently take the case 
pairings over the full sets of reference and hypothesized 
cases as authoritative and impose them as we consider each 
successively presented case to develop the curve.   

In this example, LD’s ranking of hypotheses by quality 
appears to be reasonably good, as precision remains high 
until lower-confidence hypotheses are considered.  AUC 
summarizes LD’s performance on a dataset in a way that 
rewards good rankings.  (Were LD to return lower-
precision hypotheses earlier, these would drag down 
incrementally computed precision scores for later points in 
the curve as well.) 

Note that our detection task, where structured threat 
hypotheses must be developed from lower-level evidence, 

constrains the precision-recall curve less than the 
traditional information retrieval task, where presented 
items merely must be segregated into positive (hit) and 
negative (miss) classes.  In the traditional setting, we get 
either a hit or a miss for every presented item, so the 
minimum AUC is 0.5.  In our setting, some reference 
threats may never be reported, given whatever practical 
minimum-estimated precision threshold a detector may set.  
(The universe of potential—e.g., syntactically 
admissible—hypotheses for a given dataset is practically 
unbounded.) Accounting also for inexact matching, neither 
of object-oriented precision and recall need take the curve 
to its maximum value of one.  So, in our setting, the range 
of AUC range is [0, 1]. 

We could develop an object-oriented receiver operator 
characteristic (ROC) curve similarly, using 1 – P  as the 
false positive rate. 

Case Comparison Detail 
We compare two like-type cases to determine their object-
oriented precision P and object-oriented recall R, as 
follows.  

We treat a case as a set of assertions regarding the case’s 
attribute values—e.g., (hasMembers Group-4931 
Individual-2437).  Note that a given case can have 
multiple, distinct assertions pertaining to a given (multi-
valued) attribute.  E.g., Group-4931 can have more than 
one member.  Note that the reference and hypothesized 
cases can have different numbers of assertions and of 
attributes, depending on numbers of values per attribute 
reported by the reference and by the hypothesis. 

For each case type, for each defined attribute, an 
assertion weight is specified in a case scoring specification 
as summarized in Table 1.  For a given attribute, the same 
weights are used for assertions of hypothesized as for those 
of reference cases. 

For a given reference case with the set of assertions {r1, 
r2, …, rm} and corresponding set of weights {w1, w2, …, 
wm}, we define the “object-oriented recall basis” Rb =  
∑(i=1…m) wi.  (So, each weight is counted once for each 
assertion in which the attribute appears.)  For a given 
hypothesized case with the set of assertions {h1, h2, …, hn} 
and corresponding set of weights {w1, w2, …, wn}, we 
similarly define the “object-oriented precision basis” Pb =  
∑(j=1…n) wj.  Note that, for a given comparison of two 
cases, Rb and Pb may differ depending on numbers of 
values per attribute reported by the reference and by the 
hypothesis. 

We pair reference and hypothesis attribute assertions 
one-to-one, computing for each pair (ri, hi) the following 
(per the next section’s rules for assertion comparison). 
• Object-oriented recall R(ri, hi)  
• Object-oriented precision P(hj, rj) 

We define the “object-oriented recall contribution” Rc as 
the sum over the hypothesized case’s assertions of 
assertion weight wi discounted by corresponding recall—
Rc = ∑(i=1…n) R(ri, hi) * wi.  The “object-oriented precision 
contribution” Pc is the sum over the reference case’s 
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assertions of assertion weight wj discounted by 
corresponding precision—Pc = ∑(j=1…m) P(hj, rj) * wj. 

For a given pair of reference and hypothesized cases, we 
have the following. 

R = Rc / Rb 
P = Pc / Pb 
F-value = 2 (P * R) / (P + R) 

We compute the metrics for a given dataset’s cases of a 
given type as follows.  Let NR be the number of reference 
cases and NH the number of hypothesized cases.  Let the 
set {p1, p2, … , po} be the computed pairs, and R (pk), P 
(pk) the object-oriented recall and precision (respectively) 
of the kth pair.  Then for the dataset we have the following. 

R = ( ∑(k=1…o) R (pk)) / NR 
P = ( ∑(k=1…o) P (pk)) / NH 

Figure 14 adds non-uniform attribute weights to the 
example of Figure 9 to illustrate their use in the object-
oriented count-based metrics. 

AttributeAttribute (weight)

Group Group (3):   :   DanDan’’s devilss devils FredFred’’s friendss friends

Target Target (5):  :  Home officesHome offices

Mode Mode (4):: Truck bombTruck bomb missing     missing     

ReferenceReference HypothesizedHypothesized

Rb = 3 + 5 + 4 = 12

Pb = 3 + 5 = 8

Rc = Pc = 5

R = Rc / Rb = 5 / 12

P = Pc / Pb = 5 / 8

F-value = 2 ( 5 / 12 * 5 / 8 ) = 50 / 96 = 1 / 2

5 / 12 + 5 / 8     100 / 96  
Figure 14: Object-oriented count-based metrics with attribute 

weights 
The metrics’ sensitivities to specified attribute weights 

depends on the attributes’ relative cardinality (how many 
times each weight is counted) and—for nested objects—on 
weights applied in supercases. 

Pairing and Comparison for Attribute Values 
To compare a given hypothesized case with a given 
reference case, we require a one-to-one pairing among their 
respective attribute assertions.   

We require that paired assertions have the same 
attribute, so single-valued attributes pair straightforwardly 
and multi-valued attributes require a one-to-one pairing 
over their values.  In principle, the values may be scalars 
(of type, e.g., Date) or structured objects (cases or other 
objects—e.g., targets) that have UIDs.  Per Table 1, we 
have no multi-valued attributes with scalar values in the 
counter-terrorism domain.  Thus, we emphasize here the 
pairing of multi-valued attribute assertions with nested 
object values.   
 We have two alternative general methods for pairing 
multi-valued attribute assertions. 
• Rely on a global one-to-one pairing between all the 

hypothesized and reference instances of the nested 
case types for any multi-valued attributes.  This has 

the advantage of consistent pairing across all contexts 
(because the same hypothesized case is always paired 
with the same reference case). 

• Compute a local one-to-one pairing addressing just the 
context of a given candidate pair of hypothesized and 
reference cases and their attribute values.  This has the 
advantage of optimizing per-candidate pair scores—at 
the expense of global consistency (because different 
hypothesized cases may be paired with different 
reference cases in different contexts).  Local pairing 
over nested cases with multi-valued attributes might 
be prohibitively expensive, but these do not arise in 
our counter-terrorism domain. 

Once pairs have been established over the candidate 
hypothesized and reference objects’ attributes, we can read 
off each pair’s object-oriented precision and recall.  We 
have two alternative general methods of doing this. 
• Interpret the computed comparison scores smoothly 

(accept them at face value)—wherever they fall in the 
interval [0, 1].  Smooth comparison reflects the 
combined matching quality of a given case and all of 
its nested subcases. 

• Interpret the selected pairing crisply, by returning 
one—for both precision and recall—if the 
hypothesized object has been paired with a reference 
object, zero otherwise.  Thus, scores fall in the set {0, 
1}.  Crisp attribute comparison minimizes the impact 
of inexact matching of nested subcases.  Note that 
crisp comparison respects the F-value thresholds used 
to compute a pairing. 

Of the object types with attributes considered during 
scoring, instances only of ThreatIndividualEC appear as 
values of multi-valued attributes in other types 
(VulnerabilityExploitationCase and ThreatGroup).  So, in 
our counter-terrorism domain, only instances of type 
ThreatIndividualEC may require local case pairing.  For 
these instances, a pair’s object-oriented precision and recall 
depend on how we handle any aliases.   
• If both the reference and hypothesized ECs are 

singleton (perhaps because the dataset does not invoke 
aliasing), the pair’s object-oriented precision and 
recall are both one if the UIDs match, otherwise both 
zero. 

• Otherwise (at least one of the reference and 
hypothesized ECs is not singleton), we have two 
choices. 
o Apply smooth or crisp comparison to the globally 

or locally computed pairing of reference and 
hypothesis ThreatIndividualECs.  

o Anti-alias by appeal to the ECs defined in ground 
truth, then (after discarding any resulting 
duplicate assertions) score as for singletons.  This 
may be appropriate when LD does not have 
access to an alias detection capability. 

Of the types in Table 1, the following either have no 
attributes or have no attributes that are considered during 
scoring. 
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• Instances of type Date are represented by integers.  
The object-oriented precision and recall for a pair of 
reference and hypothesized Dates are both 
(identically) defined in terms of their normalized 
temporal distance, as illustrated in Figure 15.  (The 
“ratio” parameter is computed with respect to a 
nominal distance specified for the given attribute.) 
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Figure 15: A normalization function for Date distances 

• The types Target, Capability, and ResourceType have 
no scored attributes.  If a pair’s UIDs are the same, the 
object-oriented precision and recall are both one, 
otherwise both zero. 

• For the type VulnerabilityMode, we require strict 
equivalence.  For each of the two multi-valued 
attributes, if a pair’s respective sets of attribute values 
have the same members, the pair’s object-oriented 
precision and recall are both one, otherwise both zero. 

Cost-based Metrics 
Costs are associated (via scoring specifications) with F+ 
and F– reports of a case, indicating (respectively) the costs 
of actions taken in response to the false report of a threat 
and of inaction resulting from a threat’s non-report.  We 
define the “assessed cost” metric to discount these costs 
based on a hypothesized case’s quality, as follows. 
• To the extent (corresponding to the factor (1 – P )) 

that the hypothesis includes content beyond that of its 
paired reference case, we assess the associated F+ 
cost.   

• To the extent (corresponding to the factor (1 – R )) 
that the hypothesis lacks content included in its paired 
reference case, we assess the associated F– cost.   

Dataset-level metrics sum over case-level metrics for the 
selected pairs.  For consistency with the scale of the count-
based metrics, we use the “normalized assessed cost” 
(NAC), dividing the assessed cost for a dataset by the sum 
of the F– costs for the reference cases (i.e., normalizing by 
the score that would result if no hypotheses were returned).  
Note that the normalized assessed cost can be greater than 
one, as there is no inherent limit on the number of F+ 
hypotheses.  For consistency with the quality polarity of 
the count-based metrics (i.e., one being better than zero), 
we use the unit complement of NAC (1 – NAC), or 
“normalized assessed cost complement” (NACC).   

Cost-based metrics may be appealed to (rather than F-
value) to provide an alternative, linear formulation of 
hypotheses’ utility.  Their status could be promoted by 

using one of these metrics, rather than F-value, in the case 
comparison matrices supporting case pairing. 

Additional Capabilities 

The PE Lab also implements many-to-one and many-to-
many case pairing methods that—unlike their one-to-one 
counterpart—do not necessarily penalize LD for 
submitting multiple competing hypotheses.  We have 
considered (but not yet implemented) support for logical 
and probabilistic uncertainty.  One practical approach may 
be for LD to submit disjunctive hypotheses with each 
disjunct’s probability noted.  Entire disjunctions would 
then be paired one-to-one with reference cases. 
 While event records in evidence are time-stamped and 
may be processed incrementally by LD, the above methods 
serve primarily to score hypotheses that are tendered 
retrospectively, in view of a complete evidence history that 
LD may process in batch, forensic mode.  Schrag et al. 
(2006) describe additional methods for scoring threat event 
hypotheses (or “alerts”) submitted prospectively, before an 
exploitation’s attack is consummated.  We reuse the 
retrospective case pairing matrix to pair alerts with 
reference cases and reward their timeliness.   
 Because we include some (partially described, 
potentially corrupted) case objects in evidence, we would 
like a scoring method to factor this information out of 
reported scores.  We score evidence’s case objects directly 
(treating them as hypotheses), to establish a baseline, as 
described by Schrag (2006).  To obtain more diagnostic 
value, we are contemplating a refinement to develop 
separate hypothesis scores regarding reference case content 
that is: correct in evidence; incorrect (corrupted) in 
evidence; or omitted from evidence.   
 We can exploit a global one-to-one case pairing to 
determine the significance of reported dataset-level scores 
for a given metric. We appeal to the (non-parametric) 
bootstrap procedure, sampling with replacement over the 
population of individual case pairs to develop a distribution 
of scores supporting a confidence (or credible) interval.  As 
in our AUC computation, we forego the prohibitively 
expensive re-pairing that might ideally be performed to 
compute each score in the developed distribution. 
 Our hypothesis scorer’s many parameters (only some of 
which have been mentioned here) support customized 
experimentation.  For example, we have on occasion 
tailored case scoring specifications to zero out the weights 
of attributes that a given technology does not address.   

Related Work 

Our object-oriented metrics may be compared with other 
metrics of inexact matching, such as the graph edit distance 
metric used in LAW (Wolverton and Thomere, 2005).  
Some of the key differences between our two approaches 
are: our strong object orientation vs. their accommodation 
of arbitrary relationship graphs; our separate tracking of F+ 
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and F– discrepancies vs. their uniform distance tracking; 
and their accommodation of ontological distances between 
typed nodes that we haven’t required (because our 
ontology of case and scoring-relevant attribute types in 
Table 1 includes no subtype relationships).  Our reliance 
on a directed acyclic graph of case types means that (given 
global pairing of multi-valued attributes) we compare two 
cases of a given type only once, regardless of how 
interconnected the different-type hypotheses may be.  It 
also allows us to deprecate the fine differences between 
nested cases in comparison to the coarser differences at the 
supercase level.  They also take advantage of graphs’ 
hierarchical structure and cache computed subgraph 
distances locally, but not globally as we do. 
 Working in the computer network intrusion detection 
domain, Tadda et al. (2006) have adopted our unweighted 
object-oriented count-based metrics and our one-to-one 
case pairing (with recall, rather than F-value, used in case 
comparison matrices) and have developed some original 
metrics—inspired by metrics in the field of target 
tracking—to summarize a resulting case pairing matrix.  
This is for a single-level case structure where each attribute 
value is assumed to appear in no more than one hypothesis.  
Generalization of the new, summary metrics to exploit our 
weighted object-oriented count-based metrics over multi-
level (i.e., nested) cases may be desirable and feasible, 
also.  While perhaps straightforward to define in matrix 
terms, tracking metrics (e.g., track purity) aren’t obviously 
appropriate in the counter-terrorism domain, where 
relatively complex reasoning processes (e.g., negation as 
failure) are at work and where low-level (transaction) 
evidence is abstracted away by our case scoring 
specifications.   
 Mahoney et al. (2000) describe scoring for a two-level 
military situation hypothesis that includes a joint 
probability distribution (e.g., a Bayesian network) 
regarding component objects’ existence and attribute 
values.  They compute (un-normalized) attribute value 
distances at the situation component level, accounting for 
hypothesized probabilities and applying attribute weights.  
At the situation level, they invoke a distance threshold to 
qualify potential matches of hypothesized and reference 
components, then develop all possible sets of one-to-one 
pairs and estimate the likelihood of the observed distance 
given that the pair is a correct match, and given that the 
pair does not match.  By aggregating the likelihoods 
computed for a given pair across the sets, they estimate the 
overall likelihood for each pair.  It is not clear whether this 
work could be generalized easily to address more deeply 
nested hypotheses.  
 The PE lab’s dataset generator uses an artificial world 
abstraction style inspired by that of the Hats simulator by 
Morrison et al. (2005).  An agent with threat detection 
capability interacts with Hats as a player playing a game.  
Rather than submitting hypotheses, players interdict 
suspected threat actors.  Performance is determined by the 
game’s final score (accounting for any damage, false 
arrest, and information costs incurred).  Our contrasting 

approach has required us to invent the present hypothesis 
scoring methods.   

Conclusion 

We have developed and applied scoring methods for 
hypotheses from threat detection technologies.  The 
methods are applicable in principle to performance 
evaluation in any domain where technologies return 
instances of one or more structured object types, given a 
problem for which an answer key is available.   
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